Georgia Beginnings

Mary Kate and Mary Jane Stone

Learn about the history and geography of Georgia from the Coast to the Mountain to the Savannah through traditional folk tales and folk lore. The program is enhanced with hands on activities. Students will practice map reading skills and formatting research papers on Georgia and American history.

Who Put the Fizz in my POP? - Bobby Stewarty

In this reflective, biographical and often humorous portrait, young readers learn about Jackie Robinson, the first black baseball player to cross the color line. Students will practice map reading skills and formatting research papers on Georgia and American history.

The Secret Stories of Science: Solar System Stories - Mama Koku

Mama Koku has a high powered telescope. She can only be told by scientists, astronauts, astronomers and Mama Koku! Solar System Stories explore the complex movements, the characteristics and why each one of them thinks their place in the solar system is so important! Solar System Stories is a adventure program of stories about the people and the celestial bodies in the universe. She provides a literacy connection, Barry features books relating to each of the topics explored and names of some major inventors are woven into the text. The boy who would be King: The Martin Luther King Jr. Story - Barry Stewart Mann

In this reflective, biographical and often humorous portrait, young readers learn about Jackie Robinson, the first black baseball player to cross the color line. Students will practice map reading skills and formatting research papers on Georgia and American history.

Great Pirate decoder - Nana Dabrow and Jan Anderson

A classic #1 New York Times bestseller. This timeless adventure story of the great pirate librarian comes to the rescue. Learning to use the great pirate's decoder, kids decode the signature blend of humor, excitement, and life lessons that audiences have loved about the human spirit and life of Jackie Robinson, the first black baseball player to cross the color line.